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just in time for the major motion picture release discover everything you wanted to know about jackie robinson to tie in with the
april 2013 release of the movie 42 the life story of jackie robinson this full color comprehensive biography will feature
everything there is to know about this inspiring american hero the movie featuring high profile actors such as harrison ford
christopher meloni and t r knight explores robinson s history making signing with the brooklyn dodgers under the guidance of team
executive branch rickey the biography will explore what led up to robinson s signing and what happened after as the first black
man to play major league baseball his progress monumentally influenced the desegregation of baseball because of this robinson
became an icon for not only the sport of baseball but also for the civil rights movement featuring photos throughout this
biography will be a sports tale and a history lesson it will coincide with the movie and also provide many more robinson details
introducing him to a new generation of readers jackie robinson a life in american history provides readers with an understanding
of the scope of robinson s life and explores why no major league baseball player will ever again wear number 42 as his regular
jersey number this book captures robinson s lifetime from 1919 to 1972 while focusing on his connections to the unresolved promise
of the reconstruction era and to the civil rights movement of the 20th century in addition to covering robinson s athletic career
with the ucla bruins the kansas city monarchs the montreal royals and the brooklyn dodgers the book explores sociopolitical
elements to situate robinson s story and impact within the broader context of united states history the book makes deliberate
connections among the failure of reconstruction the creation of the negro leagues the rise and decline of legalized segregation in
the united states the progress of the civil rights movement and robinson s life chronological chapters begin with robinson s life
before he played professional baseball continue with an exploration of the negro leagues and robinson s career with the brooklyn
dodgers and conclude with an examination of robinson s post retirement life as well as his influence on civil rights supplemental
materials including document excerpts give readers an opportunity to explore contemporary accounts of robinson s career and impact
the first black man to play professional baseball jackie robinson helped break down walls of segregation in many walks of life his
biography is the story of one man s struggle to overcome great odds through hard work skill and courage copyright libri gmbh all
rights reserved biography of jackie robinson who broke the color barrier in major league baseball autobiography of the baseball
star who was the first black player to be accepted by a major league team biography of the african american ball player who broke
the practice of racial exclusion in the major leagues autobiography of baseball legend jackie robinson beginning with his athletic
career and dealing particularly with baseball and the first step toward equal participation by african americans in this great
sport i believe that a man s race color and religion should never constitute a handicap the denial to anyone anywhere any time of
equality of opportunity to work is incomprehensible to me moreover i believe that the american public is not as concerned with a
first baseman s pigmentation as it is with the power of his swing the dexterity of his slide the gracefulness of his fielding or
the speed of his legs from foreword by branch hickey in 1947 jackie robinson became the first black player in major league
baseball since the 1800s this book explores robinson s life and groundbreaking achievements easy to read text and vivid images
give readers a clear look at this subject features include a table of contents infographics a glossary additional resources and an
index aligned to common core standards and correlated to state standards kids core is an imprint of abdo publishing a division of
abdo as a kid jackie robinson loved sports and why not he was a natural at football basketball and of course baseball but beyond
athletic skill it was his strength of character that secured his place in sports history in 1947 jackie joined the brooklyn
dodgers breaking the long time color barrier in major league baseball it was tough being first not only did fans send hate mail
but some of his own teammates refused to accept him here is an inspiring sports biography with black and white illustrations
throughout discover the life of jackie robinson a story about breaking down barriers for kids ages 6 to 9 jackie robinson was the
first black major league baseball player and an important civil rights leader before he made history as a pioneer in sports jackie
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was a hardworking kid who loved to play all kinds of ball games when jackie was growing up black and white sports players in the
united states were not treated the same way jackie used his amazing baseball talent to help bring all players together and work
toward ending the unfair treatment of black players explore how jackie went from being a thoughtful young boy growing up in
california to an american role model and activist the story of jackie robinson includes core curriculum learn the who what where
when why and how of jackie s life and take a quick quiz to test your knowledge his legacy explore how jackie robinson made the
world a better place for future generations including you simple definitions find easy to understand definitions for some of the
more advanced words and ideas in the book how will jackie s hard work and dedication inspire you autobiography of an african
american who broke the color barrier in major league baseball and devoted his life to achieving justice the story of legendary
jackie robinson the first african american to play major league baseball is recounted in this title baseball basketball football
no matter the game jackie robinson excelled his talents would have easily landed another man a career in pro sports but in america
in the 1930s and 40s such opportunities were closed to athletes like jackie for one reason his skin was the wrong color settling
for playing baseball in the negro leagues jackie chafed at the inability to prove himself where it mattered most the major leagues
then in 1946 branch rickey manager of the brooklyn dodgers decided he was going to break the rules of segregation he recruited
jackie robinson fiercely determined jackie faced cruel and sometimes violent hatred and discrimination but he proved himself again
and again exhibiting courage restraint and a phenomenal ability to play the game in this compelling biography award winning author
doreen rappaport chronicles the extraordinary life of jackie robinson and how his achievements won over and changed a segregated
nation wait tell next year is the inside story of one of the most dramatic personalities of our time and a re creation of many of
the most exciting moments in modern baseball if nothing else had counted but hits runs and errors jackie robinson wouldn t have
had many problems during his years as a major figure in the sports world but his great ability as a player was often over shadowed
by the fact that he was the first negro in major league baseball he was and still is a man of burning pride and above all courage
he is a man who plays to win on and off the baseball diamond jackie robinson was born in a share croppers cabin in georgia he
first won national fame as a college and basketball star at u c l a and later played in the negro baseball leagues then at twenty
six backed by branch ricky s tough support he joined the brooklyn dodgers organization during his controversial record breaking
years with the dodgers and the important years since his retirement from baseball in 1956 he has fought constantly for negro
equality and an end to racial antagonism and discrimination wait till next year then is much more than a narrative of jackie
robinson s brilliant sports career the whole story is here including the problems that confronted his mother and his wife and
children and the dramatic scenes when robinson refused to submit to prejudice in the army in housing for his family in baseball
training camps robinson himself describes for the reader some of these crisis in life and his wife speaks of the events which
especially affected her carl rowan one of the country s finest reporters has written this biography of a great athlete with warmth
sympathy and full awareness of its value as a spirited american document biography of jackie robinson who became the first african
american major league baseball player a chronicle of the 1947 baseball season during which jackie robinson broke the race barrier
is a sixtieth anniversary tribute based on interviews with robinson s wife daughter and teammates winner of the casey award for
best baseball book of the year true is a probing richly detailed unique biography of jackie robinson one of baseball s and america
s most significant figures for players fans managers and executives jackie robinson remains baseball s singular figure the person
who most profoundly extended and continues to extend the reach of the game beyond ruth beyond clemente beyond aaron beyond the
heroes of today now a half century since robinson s death letters come to his widow rachel by the score but robinson s impact
extended far beyond baseball he opened the door for black americans to participate in other sports and was a national figure who
spoke and wrote eloquently about inequality true the four seasons of jackie robinson by kostya kennedy is an unconventional
biography focusing on four transformative years in robinson s athletic and public life 1946 his first year playing in the
essentially all white minor leagues for the montreal royals 1949 when he won the most valuable player award in his third season as
a brooklyn dodger 1956 his final season in major league baseball when he played valiantly despite his increasing health struggles
and 1972 the year of his untimely death through it all robinson remained true to the effort and the mission true to his
convictions and contradictions kennedy examines each of these years through details not reported in previous biographies bringing
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them to life in vivid prose and through interviews with fans and players who witnessed his impact as well as with robinson s
surviving family these four crucial years offer a unique vision of robinson as a player a father and husband and a civil rights
hero a new window on a complex man tied to the 50th anniversary of his passing and the 75th anniversary of his professional
baseball debut the story of the first black man to play baseball in the major leagues recounts the life of jackie robinson the
black baseball player who broke major league baseball s color barrier jackie robinson is one of the most revered public figures of
the twentieth century he is remembered for both his athletic prowess and his strong personal character the world knows him as the
man who crossed baseball s color line but there is much more to his legacy at the conclusion of his baseball career robinson
continued in his pursuit of social progress through his work as a writer beyond home plate an anthology of jackie robinson s
columns in the new york post and the new york amsterdam news offers fresh insight into the hall of famer s life and work following
his historic years on the baseball diamond robinson s syndicated newspaper columns afforded him the opportunity to provide rich
social commentary while simultaneously exploring his own life and experiences he was free to write about any subject of his
choosing and he took full advantage of this license speaking his mind about everything from playing santa to confronting racism in
the red sox nation from loving his wife rachel to despising barry goldwater from complaining about cassius clay s verbosity to
teaching little leaguers how to lose well robinson wrote to prod and provoke inflame and infuriate and sway and persuade with
their pointed opinions his columns reveal that the mature robinson was a truly american prophet a civil rights leader in his own
right furious with racial injustice and committed to securing first class citizenship for all these fascinating columns also
depict robinson as an indebted son a devoted husband a tenderhearted father and a hardworking community leader robinson believed
that his life after his baseball career was far more important than all of his baseball exploits beyond home plate shows why he
believed this so fervently readers will delight in the high interest educational topics addressed in this book which is aligned to
the 3rd grade common core state standards for english language arts age appropriate language vivid imagery and a relatable
narrative will grab students attention keeping them engaged while also equipping them with the skills they need to become
thoughtful readers this book provides additional learning opportunities through a graphic organizer glossary and index rosen
common core readers can be paired with the infomax common core readers to provide another perspective to parallel topics readers
will follow major events in the life of jackie robinson introducing them to a legendary baseball player and trailblazing figure in
the civil rights movement this book satisfies ccss english language arts standards ri 3 8 and l 3 6 a warm intimate portrait of
jackie robinson america s sports icon told from the unique perspective of a unique insider his only daughter sharon robinson
shares memories of her famous father in this warm loving biography of the man who broke the color barrier in baseball jackie
robinson was an outstanding athlete a devoted family man and a dedicated civil rights activist the author explores the fascinating
circumstances surrounding jackie robinson s breakthrough she also tells the off the field story of robinson s hard won victories
and the inspiring effect he had on his family his community his country includes never before published letters by jackie robinson
as well as photos from the robinson family archives a selection of dazzling full color graphic novels offer an appealing way to
deliver social studies content chronicling the lives of inspiring individuals from important historical figures to famous
musicians the daughter of baseball player jackie robinson discusses life with her legendary father and the obligations of being
part of an african american family in the public eye traces the life of the athlete who broke the color barrier in major league
baseball when he joined the brooklyn dodgers in 1947 jackie robinson s immense talent led to an important event in american sports
history the breaking of the color barrier in baseball this is the story of a legend how robinson overcame challenges both on and
off the field and his lasting legacy in the sport of baseball and beyond told in easy to understand language this book introduces
readers to a baseball idol who broke barriers and changed lives over the course of his incredible career and life a brief
biography of jackie robinson and his struggles as the first african american baseball player a novel based on the movie 42 a
biopic from warner bros pictures about jackie robinson s history making signing with the brooklyn dodgers as the first african
american major league baseball player did you know that not all brooklyn dodgers fans and players welcomed jackie robinson to the
team in 1947 some fans and teammates weren t welcoming to a black player at first but jackie s great playing soon won them over it
was very unusual for a white kid to have a black hero in 1947 even in the more liberal parts of the country such as the oakland
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san francisco bay area where i then lived but it was while listening to the 1947 world series between the new york yankees and
brooklyn dodgers on the radio that i adopted jackie robinson as my sports hero all my friends were rooting for the yankees the all
american good guys who were led by joltin joe dimaggio a hometown hero the bums from brooklyn were the bad guys it seemed to play
out as good vs evil this book will add a whole new dimension to robinson s already awe inspiring legacy yes jackie and branch are
both still heroes long after their deaths now we learn more fully than ever before there was an assist from god too chronicles the
story of jackie robinson s first spring training during 1946 a time when america was struggling with racism and segregation as
well as with the impact of the second world war documenting the player s ordeal on and off the field the reaction of the black and
white communities the influence of the press and robinson s own determination and anxieties the my itty bitty bio series are
biographies for the earliest readers this book examines the life of jackie robinson in a simple age appropriate way that will help
children develop word recognition and reading skills includes a timeline and other informative backmatter a biography of jackie
robinson the first african american to play major league baseball the tale of jackie robinson does not begin and end with baseball
it includes family friends and after his retirement the business world and the civil rights movement in an evocative humorous and
personal style robinson reveals her husband as a sensitive and committed indivdual her keen observations and sharp memories are
enhanced by a unique collection of 301 photographs that allow readers into robinson s life his youth college army days and his
time with his lving family jackie robinson believed in a god who sides with the oppressed and who calls us to see one another as
sisters and brothers this faith was a powerful but quiet engine that drove and sustained him as he shattered racial barriers on
and beyond the baseball diamond jackie robinson a spiritual biography explores the faith that robinson said carried him through
the torment and abuse he suffered for integrating the major leagues and drove him to get involved in the civil rights movement
marked by sacrifice and service inclusiveness and hope robinson s faith shaped not only his character but also baseball and
america itself a fresh look at an inspiring historical figure jackie robinson in quotes tells the life story of arguably the most
important baseball player in history with over 400 pages of quotations by and about him featured are quotes by robinson his widow
rachel robinson other family members friends teammates coaches members of the media and many more danny peary has skillfully
curated the best quotes to shed new light on the man behind number 42 who famously became the first black major league baseball
player in 1947 the quotes speak for themselves following robinson through his childhood to his days as a young multi talented
athlete his famous first meeting with branch rickey and signing with the dodgers then his exciting hall of fame career playing for
the brooklyn dodgers read in his own words how he had to face racism and abuse with stoic silence and how later the true robinson
emerged a ballplayer and political activist who refused to stay silent and who for his whole life remained unswerving in his
expectation that all americans be treated equally no matter their color jackie robinson in quotes is a behind the headlines
narrative about the making and life of a hero it gives a first hand account of jackie robinson s baseball stardom his friendships
and rivalries the people he loved and who loved him the issues that troubled him and how he took on all challenges to change the
face of america s favorite pastime the country itself and thus history forever highlights how jackie robinson demonstrated
determination during his life a series that let s young readers explore the lives and influence of important individuals whose
stories and contributions have left an imprint on united states history includes primary source photographs high interest
nonfiction text fun facts timelines glossary and index this inspiring collection pays tribute to baseball legend and civil rights
hero jackie robinson jackie1s daughter sharon acts as a personal tour guide through the nine heartfelt hard won values that helped
her father achieve his goals jackie1s values are brought to life through the powerful words of other heroes and pioneers including
dr martin luther king jr oprah winfrey and christopher reeve baseball s great experiment tells the story of one of the most
explosive and far reaching episodes in american sports history jackie robinson s breaking of baseball s color barrier in 1946 and
traces the entire painfully slow process of desegregation
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Jackie Robinson: American Hero 2013-03-01 just in time for the major motion picture release discover everything you wanted to know
about jackie robinson to tie in with the april 2013 release of the movie 42 the life story of jackie robinson this full color
comprehensive biography will feature everything there is to know about this inspiring american hero the movie featuring high
profile actors such as harrison ford christopher meloni and t r knight explores robinson s history making signing with the
brooklyn dodgers under the guidance of team executive branch rickey the biography will explore what led up to robinson s signing
and what happened after as the first black man to play major league baseball his progress monumentally influenced the
desegregation of baseball because of this robinson became an icon for not only the sport of baseball but also for the civil rights
movement featuring photos throughout this biography will be a sports tale and a history lesson it will coincide with the movie and
also provide many more robinson details introducing him to a new generation of readers
Jackie Robinson 2021-03-17 jackie robinson a life in american history provides readers with an understanding of the scope of
robinson s life and explores why no major league baseball player will ever again wear number 42 as his regular jersey number this
book captures robinson s lifetime from 1919 to 1972 while focusing on his connections to the unresolved promise of the
reconstruction era and to the civil rights movement of the 20th century in addition to covering robinson s athletic career with
the ucla bruins the kansas city monarchs the montreal royals and the brooklyn dodgers the book explores sociopolitical elements to
situate robinson s story and impact within the broader context of united states history the book makes deliberate connections
among the failure of reconstruction the creation of the negro leagues the rise and decline of legalized segregation in the united
states the progress of the civil rights movement and robinson s life chronological chapters begin with robinson s life before he
played professional baseball continue with an exploration of the negro leagues and robinson s career with the brooklyn dodgers and
conclude with an examination of robinson s post retirement life as well as his influence on civil rights supplemental materials
including document excerpts give readers an opportunity to explore contemporary accounts of robinson s career and impact
The Story of Jackie Robinson, Bravest Man in Baseball 1996-07 the first black man to play professional baseball jackie robinson
helped break down walls of segregation in many walks of life his biography is the story of one man s struggle to overcome great
odds through hard work skill and courage copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved
Jackie Robinson 2009 biography of jackie robinson who broke the color barrier in major league baseball
Breakthrough to the Big League 1965 autobiography of the baseball star who was the first black player to be accepted by a major
league team
Great Time Coming 1996-02-06 biography of the african american ball player who broke the practice of racial exclusion in the major
leagues
Jackie Robinson: My Own Story 2016-01-18 autobiography of baseball legend jackie robinson beginning with his athletic career and
dealing particularly with baseball and the first step toward equal participation by african americans in this great sport i
believe that a man s race color and religion should never constitute a handicap the denial to anyone anywhere any time of equality
of opportunity to work is incomprehensible to me moreover i believe that the american public is not as concerned with a first
baseman s pigmentation as it is with the power of his swing the dexterity of his slide the gracefulness of his fielding or the
speed of his legs from foreword by branch hickey
Jackie Robinson 2021-12-15 in 1947 jackie robinson became the first black player in major league baseball since the 1800s this
book explores robinson s life and groundbreaking achievements easy to read text and vivid images give readers a clear look at this
subject features include a table of contents infographics a glossary additional resources and an index aligned to common core
standards and correlated to state standards kids core is an imprint of abdo publishing a division of abdo
Who Was Jackie Robinson? 2010-12-23 as a kid jackie robinson loved sports and why not he was a natural at football basketball and
of course baseball but beyond athletic skill it was his strength of character that secured his place in sports history in 1947
jackie joined the brooklyn dodgers breaking the long time color barrier in major league baseball it was tough being first not only
did fans send hate mail but some of his own teammates refused to accept him here is an inspiring sports biography with black and
white illustrations throughout
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The Story of Jackie Robinson 2021-04-06 discover the life of jackie robinson a story about breaking down barriers for kids ages 6
to 9 jackie robinson was the first black major league baseball player and an important civil rights leader before he made history
as a pioneer in sports jackie was a hardworking kid who loved to play all kinds of ball games when jackie was growing up black and
white sports players in the united states were not treated the same way jackie used his amazing baseball talent to help bring all
players together and work toward ending the unfair treatment of black players explore how jackie went from being a thoughtful
young boy growing up in california to an american role model and activist the story of jackie robinson includes core curriculum
learn the who what where when why and how of jackie s life and take a quick quiz to test your knowledge his legacy explore how
jackie robinson made the world a better place for future generations including you simple definitions find easy to understand
definitions for some of the more advanced words and ideas in the book how will jackie s hard work and dedication inspire you
I Never Had it Made 1972 autobiography of an african american who broke the color barrier in major league baseball and devoted his
life to achieving justice
Jackie Robinson 2009-12-19 the story of legendary jackie robinson the first african american to play major league baseball is
recounted in this title
42 Is Not Just a Number 2017-09-05 baseball basketball football no matter the game jackie robinson excelled his talents would have
easily landed another man a career in pro sports but in america in the 1930s and 40s such opportunities were closed to athletes
like jackie for one reason his skin was the wrong color settling for playing baseball in the negro leagues jackie chafed at the
inability to prove himself where it mattered most the major leagues then in 1946 branch rickey manager of the brooklyn dodgers
decided he was going to break the rules of segregation he recruited jackie robinson fiercely determined jackie faced cruel and
sometimes violent hatred and discrimination but he proved himself again and again exhibiting courage restraint and a phenomenal
ability to play the game in this compelling biography award winning author doreen rappaport chronicles the extraordinary life of
jackie robinson and how his achievements won over and changed a segregated nation
Wait Till Next Year the Story of Jackie Robinson 2015-06-04 wait tell next year is the inside story of one of the most dramatic
personalities of our time and a re creation of many of the most exciting moments in modern baseball if nothing else had counted
but hits runs and errors jackie robinson wouldn t have had many problems during his years as a major figure in the sports world
but his great ability as a player was often over shadowed by the fact that he was the first negro in major league baseball he was
and still is a man of burning pride and above all courage he is a man who plays to win on and off the baseball diamond jackie
robinson was born in a share croppers cabin in georgia he first won national fame as a college and basketball star at u c l a and
later played in the negro baseball leagues then at twenty six backed by branch ricky s tough support he joined the brooklyn
dodgers organization during his controversial record breaking years with the dodgers and the important years since his retirement
from baseball in 1956 he has fought constantly for negro equality and an end to racial antagonism and discrimination wait till
next year then is much more than a narrative of jackie robinson s brilliant sports career the whole story is here including the
problems that confronted his mother and his wife and children and the dramatic scenes when robinson refused to submit to prejudice
in the army in housing for his family in baseball training camps robinson himself describes for the reader some of these crisis in
life and his wife speaks of the events which especially affected her carl rowan one of the country s finest reporters has written
this biography of a great athlete with warmth sympathy and full awareness of its value as a spirited american document
Jackie Robinson 2013-03-01 biography of jackie robinson who became the first african american major league baseball player
Opening Day 2008-04 a chronicle of the 1947 baseball season during which jackie robinson broke the race barrier is a sixtieth
anniversary tribute based on interviews with robinson s wife daughter and teammates
True: The Four Seasons of Jackie Robinson 2022-04-12 winner of the casey award for best baseball book of the year true is a
probing richly detailed unique biography of jackie robinson one of baseball s and america s most significant figures for players
fans managers and executives jackie robinson remains baseball s singular figure the person who most profoundly extended and
continues to extend the reach of the game beyond ruth beyond clemente beyond aaron beyond the heroes of today now a half century
since robinson s death letters come to his widow rachel by the score but robinson s impact extended far beyond baseball he opened
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the door for black americans to participate in other sports and was a national figure who spoke and wrote eloquently about
inequality true the four seasons of jackie robinson by kostya kennedy is an unconventional biography focusing on four
transformative years in robinson s athletic and public life 1946 his first year playing in the essentially all white minor leagues
for the montreal royals 1949 when he won the most valuable player award in his third season as a brooklyn dodger 1956 his final
season in major league baseball when he played valiantly despite his increasing health struggles and 1972 the year of his untimely
death through it all robinson remained true to the effort and the mission true to his convictions and contradictions kennedy
examines each of these years through details not reported in previous biographies bringing them to life in vivid prose and through
interviews with fans and players who witnessed his impact as well as with robinson s surviving family these four crucial years
offer a unique vision of robinson as a player a father and husband and a civil rights hero a new window on a complex man tied to
the 50th anniversary of his passing and the 75th anniversary of his professional baseball debut
Stealing Home 1990 the story of the first black man to play baseball in the major leagues
A Picture Book of Jackie Robinson 1997-03 recounts the life of jackie robinson the black baseball player who broke major league
baseball s color barrier
Beyond Home Plate 2013-03-08 jackie robinson is one of the most revered public figures of the twentieth century he is remembered
for both his athletic prowess and his strong personal character the world knows him as the man who crossed baseball s color line
but there is much more to his legacy at the conclusion of his baseball career robinson continued in his pursuit of social progress
through his work as a writer beyond home plate an anthology of jackie robinson s columns in the new york post and the new york
amsterdam news offers fresh insight into the hall of famer s life and work following his historic years on the baseball diamond
robinson s syndicated newspaper columns afforded him the opportunity to provide rich social commentary while simultaneously
exploring his own life and experiences he was free to write about any subject of his choosing and he took full advantage of this
license speaking his mind about everything from playing santa to confronting racism in the red sox nation from loving his wife
rachel to despising barry goldwater from complaining about cassius clay s verbosity to teaching little leaguers how to lose well
robinson wrote to prod and provoke inflame and infuriate and sway and persuade with their pointed opinions his columns reveal that
the mature robinson was a truly american prophet a civil rights leader in his own right furious with racial injustice and
committed to securing first class citizenship for all these fascinating columns also depict robinson as an indebted son a devoted
husband a tenderhearted father and a hardworking community leader robinson believed that his life after his baseball career was
far more important than all of his baseball exploits beyond home plate shows why he believed this so fervently
Jackie Robinson: Baseball Legend 2013-08-01 readers will delight in the high interest educational topics addressed in this book
which is aligned to the 3rd grade common core state standards for english language arts age appropriate language vivid imagery and
a relatable narrative will grab students attention keeping them engaged while also equipping them with the skills they need to
become thoughtful readers this book provides additional learning opportunities through a graphic organizer glossary and index
rosen common core readers can be paired with the infomax common core readers to provide another perspective to parallel topics
readers will follow major events in the life of jackie robinson introducing them to a legendary baseball player and trailblazing
figure in the civil rights movement this book satisfies ccss english language arts standards ri 3 8 and l 3 6
Promises to Keep: How Jackie Robinson Changed America 2016-11-29 a warm intimate portrait of jackie robinson america s sports icon
told from the unique perspective of a unique insider his only daughter sharon robinson shares memories of her famous father in
this warm loving biography of the man who broke the color barrier in baseball jackie robinson was an outstanding athlete a devoted
family man and a dedicated civil rights activist the author explores the fascinating circumstances surrounding jackie robinson s
breakthrough she also tells the off the field story of robinson s hard won victories and the inspiring effect he had on his family
his community his country includes never before published letters by jackie robinson as well as photos from the robinson family
archives
Jackie Robinson 2007-01-12 a selection of dazzling full color graphic novels offer an appealing way to deliver social studies
content chronicling the lives of inspiring individuals from important historical figures to famous musicians
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Stealing Home 1996-06-13 the daughter of baseball player jackie robinson discusses life with her legendary father and the
obligations of being part of an african american family in the public eye
Jackie Robinson 1988 traces the life of the athlete who broke the color barrier in major league baseball when he joined the
brooklyn dodgers in 1947
Jackie Robinson 2019-12-15 jackie robinson s immense talent led to an important event in american sports history the breaking of
the color barrier in baseball this is the story of a legend how robinson overcame challenges both on and off the field and his
lasting legacy in the sport of baseball and beyond told in easy to understand language this book introduces readers to a baseball
idol who broke barriers and changed lives over the course of his incredible career and life
Jackie Robinson 1999 a brief biography of jackie robinson and his struggles as the first african american baseball player
42 2013 a novel based on the movie 42 a biopic from warner bros pictures about jackie robinson s history making signing with the
brooklyn dodgers as the first african american major league baseball player
Jackie Robinson 2010-01-01 did you know that not all brooklyn dodgers fans and players welcomed jackie robinson to the team in
1947 some fans and teammates weren t welcoming to a black player at first but jackie s great playing soon won them over
Biography Of Jackie Robinson 2021-04-24 it was very unusual for a white kid to have a black hero in 1947 even in the more liberal
parts of the country such as the oakland san francisco bay area where i then lived but it was while listening to the 1947 world
series between the new york yankees and brooklyn dodgers on the radio that i adopted jackie robinson as my sports hero all my
friends were rooting for the yankees the all american good guys who were led by joltin joe dimaggio a hometown hero the bums from
brooklyn were the bad guys it seemed to play out as good vs evil this book will add a whole new dimension to robinson s already
awe inspiring legacy yes jackie and branch are both still heroes long after their deaths now we learn more fully than ever before
there was an assist from god too
Blackout 2006-03-01 chronicles the story of jackie robinson s first spring training during 1946 a time when america was struggling
with racism and segregation as well as with the impact of the second world war documenting the player s ordeal on and off the
field the reaction of the black and white communities the influence of the press and robinson s own determination and anxieties
Jackie Robinson 2016-08-01 the my itty bitty bio series are biographies for the earliest readers this book examines the life of
jackie robinson in a simple age appropriate way that will help children develop word recognition and reading skills includes a
timeline and other informative backmatter
Jackie Robinson 2008 a biography of jackie robinson the first african american to play major league baseball
Jackie Robinson 1996 the tale of jackie robinson does not begin and end with baseball it includes family friends and after his
retirement the business world and the civil rights movement in an evocative humorous and personal style robinson reveals her
husband as a sensitive and committed indivdual her keen observations and sharp memories are enhanced by a unique collection of 301
photographs that allow readers into robinson s life his youth college army days and his time with his lving family
Jackie Robinson: A Spiritual Biography 2017-03-10 jackie robinson believed in a god who sides with the oppressed and who calls us
to see one another as sisters and brothers this faith was a powerful but quiet engine that drove and sustained him as he shattered
racial barriers on and beyond the baseball diamond jackie robinson a spiritual biography explores the faith that robinson said
carried him through the torment and abuse he suffered for integrating the major leagues and drove him to get involved in the civil
rights movement marked by sacrifice and service inclusiveness and hope robinson s faith shaped not only his character but also
baseball and america itself
Jackie Robinson in Quotes 2016-04-19 a fresh look at an inspiring historical figure jackie robinson in quotes tells the life story
of arguably the most important baseball player in history with over 400 pages of quotations by and about him featured are quotes
by robinson his widow rachel robinson other family members friends teammates coaches members of the media and many more danny
peary has skillfully curated the best quotes to shed new light on the man behind number 42 who famously became the first black
major league baseball player in 1947 the quotes speak for themselves following robinson through his childhood to his days as a
young multi talented athlete his famous first meeting with branch rickey and signing with the dodgers then his exciting hall of
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fame career playing for the brooklyn dodgers read in his own words how he had to face racism and abuse with stoic silence and how
later the true robinson emerged a ballplayer and political activist who refused to stay silent and who for his whole life remained
unswerving in his expectation that all americans be treated equally no matter their color jackie robinson in quotes is a behind
the headlines narrative about the making and life of a hero it gives a first hand account of jackie robinson s baseball stardom
his friendships and rivalries the people he loved and who loved him the issues that troubled him and how he took on all challenges
to change the face of america s favorite pastime the country itself and thus history forever
Jackie Robinson: A Life of Determination 2013-08-01 highlights how jackie robinson demonstrated determination during his life
Jackie Robinson 2010-09-01 a series that let s young readers explore the lives and influence of important individuals whose
stories and contributions have left an imprint on united states history includes primary source photographs high interest
nonfiction text fun facts timelines glossary and index
Jackie's Nine: Jackie Robinson's Values to Live By 2014-02-25 this inspiring collection pays tribute to baseball legend and civil
rights hero jackie robinson jackie1s daughter sharon acts as a personal tour guide through the nine heartfelt hard won values that
helped her father achieve his goals jackie1s values are brought to life through the powerful words of other heroes and pioneers
including dr martin luther king jr oprah winfrey and christopher reeve
Baseball's Great Experiment 1993 baseball s great experiment tells the story of one of the most explosive and far reaching
episodes in american sports history jackie robinson s breaking of baseball s color barrier in 1946 and traces the entire painfully
slow process of desegregation
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